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About This Game

This is the story of Zipple, a frog warrior who must collect the objects scattered in his world of mazes and then bring them into
the homes of her village.

To pass each level you have to transport a certain number of objects (scattered in the maze) in the houses of the village. All that
by running, jumping and killing enemies.

There are various types of enemies of various species, and there are movable obstacles and bonuses falling from the sky. You
can also kill enemies by jumping on them.

VERY IMPORTANT:
When you run you activate the God Mode which can kill enemies, but you can not shoot.

If a magic item falls into the void, it will be Game Over!
To catch the "magic boxes" just touch it to activate the elastic to the protagonist; then you have to drag these objects (with the

label "TAKE") in the houses of the village (label "HOME").
The tents with label "DANGER" are the enemy bases.

Features:

3D dungeon maps! - Each maze is in 3D with ramps, descents and random climbs.

Enemies - Enemies follow the main character by moving and jumping. There are four enemy types, with different
characteristics and speed.

Obstacles - With advancing levels will appear obstacles (rocks, etc.) which will hinder the journey of the protagonist. These
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obstacles can be moved and placed wherever you want. Bonuses are obstacles that can kill enemies with a magical aura.
Unlimited levels - The game is practically infinite, the number of levels is unlimited and therefore the real challenge is to make

as many points as possible to become a legend.

Multiple game modes - You can select various game options, including the camera, game difficulty levels, the number of
enemies and their speed. All this to offer an even richer gameplay.

Full game statistics - The game saves the complete statistics of the game in progress, including the score, time played, enemies
destroyed, blocks filled, jumps, levels completed, levels failed etc. In this way, lovers of statistics will have even more pleasure

in playing.

Full game rankings - The game will store up to 100 high scores with its partial statistics. This will make real the challenge to
become a legend !!

Full procedural generation, exploration and discovery - Each level is generated procedurally with the algorithm of construction
of random ‘Dungeon’. Even the main character, enemies, blocks and everything are placed and constructed randomly. In this

way, the game is always unpredictable and dynamics are always unknown.

Fight and strategy - In each level there are the bases from which the enemies will appear. These enemies will follow you to kill
you. This way to overcome the levels you’ll also face fierce fighting from enemy waves.

Incremental difficulty - With the advancement in the levels, these become ever larger and increasingly difficult mazes. It also
increases the number of enemies and the number of blocks present and to save. In this way, with the advancement in the game

becomes more difficult and challenging to become a
legend!
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zippel world

I loved it. If you are interested in the games from Choice of Games, you'll probably like this one. It seems a little like a Martin
Scorsese film, mixed with some other genre that may not be expected too much, without giving any spoilers away... Hopefully I
didn't give any away... But yeah, check it out. Especially fun if you care for Mafioso films.

Claudia Starling, if you read this, excellent job on the story.. 40 minutes of mind puzzle platformer. You must wonder.. how fun
is it to play as a square block that jump and solve puzzle while read though some pretty interesting story? You will actually be
very surprised.

4 capters is avaible. it took me around 10 mintues per chapter to complet since i am a really bad jumper for most platformer
game. Very interesting background story for each chapters.

Don't really have achievements and I hope it gets added soon.

Music is really sweet and smoothing.. graphics is just about none-existant but i like the style...

Quick puzzle game.. 8/10.. play.. enjoy.. delete when you have 1 hour spare.. The most beautiful Visual novel i've ever played.
It's just too much for my heart can handle.
I never cryin this much for playing games before.
I really hope JAST will do translation for the sequel. :'(. This game was a lot of fun! I'm just sad that the devs quickly moved on
to Super Monday Night Combat which wasn't as fun but was the only game my friends would play because they were
cheapskates and didn't want to spend money. The entry fee of $20 (the original price) was fair and everyone was on pretty equal
footing. It was pretty much a cross between TF2 (before the accessory nonsense) and a MOBA.

Then Super Monday Night Combat came along with its Mobile Game economy (free to play, pay to win) and both games'
communities just died. If you can get a fair number of friends together (at least 8 total people), go ahead and give this game a
try. It can certainly keep you going through a LAN party (if anyone still holds those any more) or if you're bored on a Monday
night, just hop on and do some Monday Night Combat!. Project zomboid, What a survival game.... Its hands down the best
survival game I have played, and ill explain why.

Project zomboid will test alot of survival game enthusiasts, like myself. In this game, Your going to find yourself as a lone
player surviving against the endless undead. In this game the player must endure harsh weather conditions, zombies, and random
events. This is a true life , simulation, probably the most realistic survival i have ever played. You can customize your character
traits and you can do just about anything in PZ. You can hold up in a house or go into the woods and build from the ground up,
one things for sure tho, the dead WILL come. Death is something in this game, you WILL die, but how long you survive... is up
to you. One zombie in a closet can and will test your survival instincts. The crafting system is infact immense..... The most
immense crafting system I have seen. I have played games like 7 days to die, ark, the long dark, dont starve, all of them. This
game is Hardcore. You can also customise a scenario for your pawn aswell..... in sandbox settings. Great game. Would HIGHLY
recommend to any survival enthusiasts like myself.

10\/10

btw, This is how you died.
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A very interesting combination of Object Find and Puzzle games. While some of it seems to make no sense, it even explains
why it makes no sense, which is quite amusing. The biggest flaw would be the missing-by-a-pixel problem that all Object Find
games suffer from, which isn't too bad, but I think could be almost eliminated by the nature of this take on it.

I'm glad I played it.. Great game with awesome graphics. It has decent story considering the length of the game. I bought it on
sale for 1.24€ and it was very worth it for that money.

You combine the present and the past in this game from which you solve some good logical puzzles alongside with platforming
part. You can also freeze the time with the snail in the past/present and that is very cool! :)

Also, the sound in the game is kinda mystical which fits thematics perfectly and the narration(yes this game has narration xD!)
is pretty good in my opinion.

I'd give this game rating of 9/10 because it's kinda short but everything else is great!. It's helpful to have a really money-making
industry right in the Colonial era.. I made a air strike that drops a kitten and named it CATastrophe. 10/10. Right now, even for
the low price of 2€, it is not ready to be sold yet. Too many tooltip errors and other shenangigans.
Wait for a few more patches, and then you can look here again.. i havent played this game that much yet but i cant tell its a
pretty solid game for this cheap and i know i will be playing this in the future too it has nice levels and nice cobat. I personally
purchased this game. I reviewed it for my 99 Cent Gaming series.

Riot of the Numbers is a game that has me divided (pun intended) on whether I think it's worth the purchase or not. Let me get
into the nitty gritty to tell you why.

This game is a platformer where your enemies are numbers, your heroes are numbers, and your weapons are math signs. The
goal of each of the Riot of the Numbers' levels (save two boss levels) is to knock down the number from the top center of the
screen from whatever it is to 0 which unlucks the door to progress. You start off with a subtraction projectile, an addition
stomp, and in some levels you gain the division projectile.

What has me conflicted about this game is just how little there is to do here. I enjoyed the theme surrounding your goals, getting
stumped on a few levels trying to figure out who to shoot, who to stomp, and who to spare. I enjoyed having to control two
characters at the same time because of the need to focus on who to move and when. Overall, I like what the game brought me.

The issues I have aren't with the gameplay, the controls (although I hope the dev adds controller support at some point), or
anything like that. I just wish there was more to it. The game was over before I felt it truly begun. Mechanics like having to
divide or controller multiple characters came and went. There were only two boss battles and the last one felt very dissapointing
compared to the first, and even more so because it was the final battle. I believe the game could have been something very fun if
only there were more. I wanted more chances to rack my brain with the division sign. I wanted to see how multiplication could
have thrown things into insanity. What the game had in a good concept was brought down by the lack of content surrounding it.

I have more to say in my video below, and you'll be able to see (and hopefully have read) why it's so hard to say yes or no to this
title. I want to say yes because there's nothing inherently wrong with Riot of the Numbers, and I want to say no because I felt
like there wasn't enough here for me to really sink my teeth into. That said....if you enjoy what you see on the store page, like a
little math challenge to go along with your platforming, and want to have a good 20-30 minute distraction for just under a
dollar...is it worth it: yes. For everyone else, it's probably okay to watch someone play it unless the developer decideds to add
more, or even do a sequel that adds a lot more to the concept. If either of those things happen, I would love to revisit this game.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=9AcQGGx3BqM. GABEN WHERE THE HELL IS MY HL3?

IS THIS IT???? HORY SHERT!

THIS LOOKS NOICE.

DANKS GABEN FOR THE FREE HL3!!!!!!

Wait....
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THIS ISN'T MADE BY VALVE????

IT'S STILL GOOD M89!

I GUT THIS FUR FRUU TUU ( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0)( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0)(
\u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0)( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0). Beautiful game & storyline. I found
the puzzles rather easy, but there were many scenes to explore so it still had enough substance to keep me happy.. Too laggy for
me how am i suppost to play this nonsence
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